Clearing a House
It is very important to keep your home clear of discordant energies. Here is a house
clearing using Divine Mother’s Vibrational Tools to keep your space clear and vibrating a
very high frequency of Love and Light.
Please note: Page numbers are for those who have Connie Huebner’s book, Divine
Mother Healing (available on Amazon.com).
1. Invocation (page 47)
Say, “I call upon almighty Mother-Father God and all of the beautiful expressions of Divine
Love from the world’s traditions of Truth. I call upon Divine Mother in Her many aspects
(name the aspects you are particularly fond of). I call upon the Master Teachers around
whom the world’s spiritual traditions have grown (name the Master Teachers you are
particularly connected to). I call upon the Archangels (name those you are aware of). I
call upon the Ascended Beings, and I call upon (here name any Divine Beings or Gurus
with whom you have a relationship).”
2. Pour in Divine Light (page 52)
Say, “Divine Light is pouring into this house now. More and more Divine Light is filling this
house. Divine Light is purifying every room of this house.” Continue speaking words like
this.
3. Use the Go Command (page 58) and the Break Command (page 73) on each room
Go into each room and alternate using the Go and Break Commands, breaking the space
in the room and telling all discord, negative thought forms, and negative entities to go into
the Light. Repeat until you feel a shift in the energy.
4. Spin Ascending Light in every room using the Spinning Ascending Light Tool
(page 107)
Activate with your imagination or intention a spiral of Ascending Light spinning upwards
in every room and throughout the entire house.
5. Surround the house with a sphere of Light
Image and say, “There is a protective sphere of Holy Light surrounding this house, making
the house a Temple of Light. I call upon Archangel Michael to guard and protect this
Temple of Light. Archangel Michael stands to the north of the house, the south of the
house, the east of the house, the west of the house, above the house, and below the
house. There is a special personal angel sitting on top of the house, guarding and
protecting it at all times. Thank you, Divine Mother, thank you, Archangel Michael, and so
it is.”
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Suggested Use
1. Clear each room in turn.
2. Clear weekly to maintain.
3. In the case of any negativity between clearings – an argument, a highly distressed
guest, negative news or a violent movie – clear that room as soon after the
incident/event as possible.
4. In the case of strong negative influences, we recommend starting with a complete
house healing by Connie or one of her trained practitioners.
5. Clear a new house or apartment that you are moving into.
I am Divine Mother, I come in the name of Truth, I come in the name of Love.
A home environment clear of limited energies will allow you and your family to flourish. It
will make it easier for you to connect with Me. I love you and want your home to be my
sanctuary. I will be there to assist in keeping it as a place of peace and love. Thank you.
I love you!
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